
Rental Cars 

Maravu Car Rentals has a fleet of 5 seats and 7 seats cars only which are fully insured, fully 

licensed, fully air-conditioned and quality cars.  

Insurance  

The cars are fully insured and also approved legally on road by Land Transport Authority 

with third party levy. The insurance works in a way that if damage is above $3500 FJD then 

claim will be possible as the excess fee is $3500. If the damage is below $3500 then the hirer 

will need to pay for example windscreen damage, body scratches, dents, minor accidents and 

few other accidents. The excess fee of $3500 is payable by the company. Besides, the third 

party levy covers the injury of our customers if any accident incurred.  

Price  

5 seats car- $90 FJD (If hired for 1-7days) 

5 seats car- $75 FJD (If hired for 8-14 days) 

5 seats car- $65 FJD (If hired for 15-30 days) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

7 seats car- $140 FJD (If hired for 1-7days) 

7 seats car- $125 FJD (If hired for 8-14 days) 

7 seats car- $100 FJD (If hired for 15-30 days) 

 

Bond 

The company policy is to collect $250 bond from each customers and the money is 

refundable if the car is returned to the company in the same situation when delivered. That is 

if there are some scratches, minor dent, windscreen damage by hirer or simply any damage 

which is below the excess fee which is $3500 FJD as mentioned in the insured sub-section 

above.  

Baby seats 

The company will provide maximum of 2 baby seats upon guest request.  

Cost- each baby seat will cost $5 per day when car is rented by guests.  

Car Type 

Toyota Fielder- 5 seats 

Toyota Succeed – 5 seats 

Toyota Aqua- 5 seats (Economical car and only suitable to couples) 

Toyota Wish- 7 seats (big size family car) 

 



Currency and Payment 

Currently the company is just taking cash and no credit card is accepted yet. Also all prices 

mentioned are in Fijian dollars.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


